the rst muon collider. They could be studied in detail at this machine, making use of its good mass resolution and ability to reconstruct purely hadronic nal states.
In low-scale models of walking technicolor 1 , the lightest hadrons are technipions T . They are coupled by extended technicolor interactions to mass and hence are expected to decay into the heaviest fermions available: 0 T ! tt; bb; + , T ! tb; bc;
The technipion mass m T is expected to be of the order of 100 GeV or more.
Pair production of these particles at a m uon collider is greatly enhanced is there is an s-channel resonance such as a techni-rho or techni-omega: Figure 2 gives the corresponding cross section for techniomega production m ! T = 210 GeV. Here the peak cross section is even larger | 10 nb or 10 7 events peryear at a luminosity of 10 32 cm ,2 s ,1 . Note how extremely narrow the peak is: less than 1 GeV.
If the technirho mass is increased, the cross section will fall, as shown in and so the decay mode T ! T T is open; the peak cross section is much reduced and the resonance is much wider. Nonetheless, there are still 10 4 events peryear on the peak at a luminosity o f 10 32 cm ,2 s ,1 .
The particular strengths of the muon collider in this context are:
One can operate on the resonance and study all the decays and branching ratios of the technirhos, omegas and pions the all-hadronic modes would, in contrast, bechallenging at a hadron collider; The good mass resolution available would enable the widths of even the very narrow, low-mass resonances to be determined; One could study rho-omega mixing in detail, using the fermionantifermion nal state for example and scanning p s.
For this physics, the muon collider detector would need to be capable of identifying jets and leptons and of tagging b-jets; it would be interesting if charm jets could be distinguished from b's.
Clearly the rst muon collider is capable of technihadron production with clear signals and some interesting studies can becarried out. It must beremembered, however, that one would not learn much about QCD from precision studies of the , and ! mesons. In the same way, precision studies of the T , T and ! T will be of limited usefulness in eliciting the underlying dynamics of technifermions out of which they are made. If nature has chosen to operate in this way, we shall then need the maximum possible p s muon collider as a follow-on machine in order to explore the full spectrum of technihadrons, and even to probe technifermion interactions through, for example, W L W L production.
In conclusion, relatively low-mass technihadron resonances would give spectacular signals at the rst muon collider. They could bestudied in detail at such a machine, making use of its goodmass resolution and ability t o reconstruct purely hadronic nal states.
